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THE ROOT CROPS are beginning to assume a very interesting aspect. They have been greatly cultivated, and are now coming into general use. The following details of the conditions of soil, &c., necessary for their successful culture, will be found useful.

I. Swedes.

These are of two kinds: the yellow-turnip swede, and the white-turnip swede. The latter is the most valuable, and is the one most generally grown.

II. Rutabagas.

These are also of two kinds: the yellow-turnip rutabaga, and the white-turnip rutabaga. The former is the best, and is the one most commonly grown.

III. Turnips.

These are of two kinds: the yellow-turnip turnip, and the white-turnip turnip. The latter is the best, and is the one most generally grown.

IV. Other Root Crops.

These include the parsnip, the parsley, the parsnip, and the beet. The beet is the most valuable, and is the one most commonly grown.
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Horticultural

EARLY SPRING FLOWERS—WORTH THE GARDENING.

The Early Tulips are pass; only the Late Tulips remain. These Late Tulips are in all their glory, and it is a delight to the eye to see them in the garden. They are of many colors, but yellow, pink, and purple are the favorites.

The flowering Thorns is a splendid flower. It is a very fine cup, slightly striped with maroon.

We would recommend it in preference to any other flower, and if you have room for one, you should not overlook this wonderful flower.

In conclusion, we would like to tell you that our garden is now in full bloom, and we are sure that you will be pleased with the flowers.

The Finest Pears are the most beautiful in the garden. They are of many colors, but yellow, pink, and purple are the favorites.

House-feeding and husbandry are the best methods of growing flowers. The flowers will bloom throughout the year if you give them the proper care.

The writer referred to describes his experiment with the Thorns. He found that when the petals are removed, the flowers will bloom again.
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Ladies' Department.

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

Vera W. Vittor's Answers.

The reason is}

WHEN ONE IS BEREFT OF ESSENTIALS.

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

KEEP YOUR TEMPER.

Are you a fine and happy person?

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

ST. LOUIS is asserting its claims to importance.

JUNE 3.

Choice Miscellanies.

In DANCING AN ELEGANT DIVERSION.

"There is a class of people who indulge in the pastime of music and dancing," says one of the newspapers, "and who think they have a right to go to a concert and dance in the most elegant manner, without considering the feelings of others. They have no regard for the comfort or convenience of others, and when they go to a concert or dance, they pretend to be lost in admiration of the music and dancing."

They say that music and dancing are of no importance to society, and that they are only useful to the idle and idle-minded. They believe that music and dancing are only for the amusement of the idle and idle-minded, and that they are only for the amusement of the idle and idle-minded.

They say that music and dancing are only for the amusement of the idle and idle-minded, and that they are only for the amusement of the idle and idle-minded.
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Useful, Scientific, &c.

US EMPLOYED AND USED.

Several Roman correspondents, of late, have been publishing articles of interest in our columns, in which they have described the value and utility of certain mineral waters, and have contributed to the knowledge of medical science. In the present article, we shall give a brief account of a very interesting discovery, which has been made in the course of recent researches, and which promises to be of great importance in the treatment of certain diseases.

The mineral water which we are about to describe is a very pure and well-chosen sample from a well-known springs in the neighborhood of New York. It is a clear, transparent fluid, with a slight smell of sulfur, and has a decided effect on the nervous system.

This water has been found to be very efficacious in the treatment of neuralgia, rheumatism, and other affections of the nervous system.

It is also of great service in the treatment of chronic diseases of the lungs, such as consumption and bronchitis.

We shall be happy to send a specimen of this mineral water to any correspondent who may wish to try it for himself. We are confident that it will prove beneficial in the treatment of the various diseases it has been found to be so efficacious in.

Various Topics.

WATER IN HOT WEATHER.

In regard to the health of the people during hot weather, it is said that "the time to prevent is the best time to cure." This is especially true with regard to the prevention of cholera.

The cholera epidemic has been in full force for some time, and the measures which are being taken to check its progress are of great importance.

The following are some of the measures which are being taken:

1. The distribution of pure water.
2. The destruction of filth and garbage.
3. The disinfection of the air.
4. The prevention of crowded and insanitary conditions.

The success of these measures will depend on the cooperation of all classes of the community.

The following are some of the measures which are being taken to prevent the spread of cholera:

1. The isolation of the sick.
2. The careful examination of all persons entering the city.
3. The disinfection of all public places.
4. The prevention of the sale of infected food.

These measures will be of great service in preventing the spread of the disease, and we hope that the public will cooperate in their execution.

Various Topics.

RAPID ELECTRIC BELLS.

Tea is used in large quantities by the Chinese. Some of them use it for medicinal purposes, while others use it for pleasure. The Chinese use tea in many different ways, and it is often used as a remedy for various ailments.

The following are some of the ways in which tea is used:

1. The Chinese use tea as a remedy for coughs and colds.
2. The Chinese use tea as a remedy for headaches.
3. The Chinese use tea as a remedy for indigestion.
4. The Chinese use tea as a remedy for dysentery.

The Chinese use tea in many other ways, and it is often used as a medicine. We hope that the public will cooperate in the use of tea for medicinal purposes.

Various Topics.

THE RAPID ELECTRIC BELLS.

The rapid electric bells are used for signaling purposes, and they are very useful in many different ways. They are used in many public places, and they are also used in private houses.

The following are some of the uses to which the rapid electric bells are put:

1. The rapid electric bells are used in the business world to signal for the attention of employees.
2. The rapid electric bells are used in the military world to signal for the attention of soldiers.
3. The rapid electric bells are used in the railroad world to signal for the attention of conductors.

The rapid electric bells are very useful, and we hope that the public will cooperate in their use.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK.

From the South.—A regiment arrived in Richmond on the 29th ult., and assumed Executive control of the city while Gen. Grant was in the city. Richmond was turned over to the people, all military regiments being under the control of the people. Gen. Grant left the city on the 1st inst., and the people took full control. The parade into the city was a grand spectacle, the people cheering the officers and men as they entered the city. Gen. Grant was cheered by the people as he marched into the city. The people were in high spirits, and the city was in a state of excitement.

The General Orders of the Army of the Potomac were read in the streets of Richmond, and the people were in a state of狂喜. The people were in high spirits, and the city was in a state of excitement.

The General Orders of the Army of the Potomac were read in the streets of Richmond, and the people were in a state of狂喜. The people were in high spirits, and the city was in a state of excitement.
NEW MUSIC COMMEMORATIVE

The Death of President Lincoln.

Aacre.

JAMES R. TEBBY. Rochester, May 1, 1865.

A NEW NOVEL,

THEO LEIGH,

WILL BE COMMENCED IN THE NEW YORK SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, ON TUESDAY, JUNE 6, 1865.

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL TERM OF THE

GENEO-NORMAL MUSIC SCHOOL.

GREAT SALE OF WATCHES AND JEWELRY.

ONE MILLION DOLLARS' WORTH.

AMERICAN BELL COMPANY,

BOSTON, 1861.

LIFE OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE.

MAY 16, 1865.

AMERICAN TREATED METALLIC LEATHERS.

U. S. 7-30 LOAN.

BY ORDER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, the com-\n
missioned the General Subscription Agency for this loan to all individuals and institutions. The loan will be auctioned in three parts per cent. for interest, per annum, commencing July 1st.

TREASURY.

BOSTON, May 12, 1865.

TENANTS.

RECENT INVENTIONS AND PATENTS.

1,000 AGENTS WANTED.

PICK'S APPALACHIAN ALCHEMY.

COTTON BROKERS AT CHICAGO.

FARMERS, plant your corn and beans by horse-power. A two-rowed machine, with one man and horse, can plant 1,000 acres per day.

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL TERM OF THE NORMAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC, IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

WILL BEGIN ON THE FIRST DAY OF JUNE.

GREAT PRIZE, DISTRIBUTED NEW YORK, JUNE 1st.

GREAT AGRICULTURAL WINDMILLS.

AMERICAN BUZZ-SWATTER.

The door opened and Anne came in, not knowing that any one was in the room. She looked round, but neither Mr. Balsam nor Mr. Hamilton had heard, or seen it in the evening, asking for her welcome, but this was not the case. She had withdrawn, but Mr. Balsam had already come to the door of the music-room. He had come away, and the music was stopped. "Oh, my friend of Mrs. Balsam's, I am glad to see you," she said. "This is a perfect rest, and I am sure I shall enjoy it." Her companion finished to the Nurses, but nothing more. An answer followed, and then the door opened.

"What do you say, Mr. Balsam?" she asked. "I have no right to be here, but I know the woman who has come in."

"No, no, no," she said, "I am sure I shall enjoy it."

"I am sure, Mr. Balsam," said the man who had come in. "I am sure I shall enjoy it."

"I am sure, Mr. Balsam," said the man who had come in. "I am sure I shall enjoy it."

"I am sure, Mr. Balsam," said the man who had come in. "I am sure I shall enjoy it."

"I am sure, Mr. Balsam," said the man who had come in. "I am sure I shall enjoy it."

The man who had come in was Mr. Balsam, a friend of Mrs. Balsam's. She had come in with a hasty hand. "To be continued."